EXCELLENT TEACHERS
ACHIEVE MORE
An Excellent Teacher achieves more of a 3-year student learning growth annually, begins
students who started behind to catch up to grade-level and gain 2 years of
excellence.

GAPS Persist and We Have Fallen Behind Globally
The U.S. spends more per capita on K-12 education than
almost every other country on Earth, yet achievement
and performance in the U.S. is worse than in other countries,
whereas students in these classes can surge
and propel middle and
Most teachers start behind students who start behind
growth annually, helps

EXCELLENT TEACHERS
A Good or Solid Teacher
addresses about 1 year’s worth of progress with students each year, which
maintains gaps and

WON THEIR FIGHT Every Year Two Years Ahead, An Honors Student
WITH EXCELLENT TEACHERS Every Year Two Years Behind

SEIZING OPPORTUNITY
Existing strategies will never fill our 3 million classrooms with excellent teachers.

ACCELERATING GROWTH
Recruiting excellent teachers
Classroom excellence
Classroom innovators
EXCELLENT TEACHERS
Every Year Two Years Ahead, An Honors Student

TIME-TECHNOLOGY SWAPS
Students spend part of the day on self-paced digital learning. Digital instruction replaces enough of
students who start behind to catch up to grade level,

EXCELLENCE WITHIN BUDGET
Remote Teaching
Enlist accountable remote teachers down the
Other teachers can use technology to provide live, but not in-person,

MULTICLASSROOM LEADERSHIP
Teachers with leadership skills both teach and lead
The top 25 percent of all teachers achieve results that would enable all of our students to

ELEMENTARY SPECIALIZATION
A school’s best teachers teach one of two core subject pairs: math/science or language arts/social

TIME-TECHNOLOGY SWAPS
Students spend part of the day in self-paced digital learning. Digital instruction replaces enough of

THREE TIMES THE PROGRESS
Excellent teachers help students make approximately

A GOOD OR SOLID TEACHER
addresses about 1 year’s worth of progress with students each year, which
maintains gaps and
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